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MONSOONsplash of style

F L I P T A L E S



This monsoon let's splash style on your
interiors with bright colors to highlight the

personality of the space!



01. FLIPNOTE
02. INDIA D&B
03. US D&B
04. VIZTOWN
05. VIZSTORE



COVID had a profound impact on many industries and their
workplaces. The pandemic ushered an era of dynamic workplaces,
hybrid retail stores and renewed surges in co-working spaces.
With subsequent move to hybrid working models, Flipspaces’s
technology enabled multi-dimensional business has brought in
new opportunities that transformed several segments. Our
objective is to condition businesses with an extraordinary
infrastructure to enable sales and create interiors that enrich their
presence. 

A significant growth has been foreseen with new avenues opening
up their doors every day. We like to stay ahead of the curve and
create path-breaking innovation on the go. 

FLIPNOTE

For this quarter we can
confidently say that we
have been able to scale
up by introducing new
innovations and adding
new achievements to
our extensive portfolio. 

NITESH KUMAR
AVP & BUSINESS HEAD

SOUTH INDIA



INDIA
Design & Build



Business Bay, Ahmedabad
Investis Digital, Vadodara
ISP, Surat
Triune Technofab, Hyderabad
Pleasure Spaces, Bangalore

We have successfully scaled up our business by
shifting our gears on technology front. We are
acquiring more projects for accelerated
growth. As we continue to deepen our
footprint in the commercial segment, these
are the recent additions to our portfolio - 

INDIA BUSINESS OUTLOOK



USA
Design & Build



Drydell
Princeton Smile 
West Valley Christian School, 
Marcy School Labs 
LFI Tech 
Natassia
Octillion 

Our global footprint as a technology driven
architecture and interior design service
provider has been scaling up successfully
as we complete each milestone. We have
been strengthening our business as we add
new clients to our portfolio every month -

US BUSINESS OUTLOOK



VIZTOWN
PropTech



Tata Realty, Gurgaon
HM Tech Park, Bangalore
Boruka Developers, Bangalore
Paras Twin Towers, Gurgaon
Paras Quartier, Gurgaon
Assotech Realty, Noida

Our robust platform with next-gen
technology  has brought in PropTech solution
for property builders serviced by experts and
managed by an experienced and professional
team. We have onboarded some of the
renowned properties and we are in process of
adding more to the catalogue -

VIZTOWN HIGHLIGHTS



VIZSTORE
Retail Tech



VIZSTORE, a revolutionary technology that has
promised to bring forth the digitalisation in
furniture & furnishing industry has been
growing multi-folds every month. Our free trials
have been successful since last few months and
we have successfully empanelled over 700+
counters PAN India till date. In addition to this,
we have started testing the channel sales
distribution model and receiving some early
success.

VIZSTORE HIGHLIGHTS



DELIVERED
Projects



GGG REALTY, NOIDA



THANK YOU
Do share your stories, 

comments and feedback
marketing@flipspaces.com 
which we will incorporate in

the next issue


